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MINARET OR THE QUEST TOWARDS THE USE OF
TIME-DEPENDENT NEUTRON TRANSPORT SOLVERS FOR
NUCLEAR CORE CALCULATIONS ON A REGULAR BASIS

J.-J. LAUTARD†‡ , Y. MADAY§¶‖‡ , AND O. MULA†‡§

Abstract. The present paper deals with the resolution of the time-dependent neutron transport
equation that is involved in the field of nuclear safety studies. Through the presentation of the newly
implemented kinetic module in the MINARET solver [24] (developed at CEA in the framework of the
APOLLO3R© project), we aim first of all at presenting a brief and comprehensive overview of the most
widespread resolution techniques employed nowadays in neutron transport industrial codes. Given
that the main obstacle in the use of this type of accurate solver on a regular basis relies in the long
computing times, MINARET has been used in the present work as a support to rigorously quantify
the efficiency of the most common sequential and parallel acceleration techniques that are currently
used in this field. An important part of the paper will be devoted to study the performances of an
acceleration method that has never been considered before in the resolution of this equation, which
is the parallelization of the time variable. In this regard, the parareal in time algorithm (a domain
decomposition method for the time variable, [20]) has been implemented to explore its potentialities
in this particular application.

Key words. MINARET; neutronics; neutron transport; parareal in time algorithm; time do-
main decomposition; core calculations

AMS subject classifications.

1. Introduction. In the framework of numerical simulations, the advances of
computing architectures in the last decades have resulted in a progressive replacement
of traditional coarse models by ever-increasing finer ones. In the field of nuclear core
calculations and, more particularly, regarding the resolution of the time-dependent
neutron transport equation, this development of the computing capabilities has led
to significant advances. Indeed, codes like PARTISN [3], TORT-TD [29] and the re-
cently developped time-dependent module in MINARET (that will be presented in
this paper) confirm this fact and have proven that the traditional diffusion [13], im-
proved quasi-static [17] or point kinetics [28] traditional approximations can now start
to be overcome. While this represents a significant progress for security assessment
(approximations like diffusion are indeed not accurate enough in the study of fast
transients or fast reactors), the long computing times of transport solvers in realistic
3D core geometries represent the main obstacle to face in order to definitely use this
type of accurate solvers on a regular basis. In this framework, the present work is
a contribution towards showing that these computing times can be very significantly
reduced through acceleration methods that do not alter the main structure of the
solvers. Towards this end, it will be explained how the traditional (sequential and
parallel) acceleration methods employed in this field can be coupled efficiently and
in a ”non-intrusive” manner with other innovative acceleration methods that involve
modern parallel architectures. For this reason, a non negligible part of the paper will
be devoted to recall the current construction of these solvers as well as the classical
acceleration strategies in order to better justify how new techniques can be added
without modifying their main construction. A special effort has been done to provide
tractable results about the performances of all the methods that will be discussed.
These come from computations obtained with MINARET in a well-known benchmark
test case of the literature [19]. The results will illustrate at the same time the work
that has been done to optimize the implementation of MINARET.
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2 MINARET and time-dependent neutron transport

Hence, the paper is organized as follows: we will start by recalling in section 2 the
equation under consideration. Then, in section 3, we will present an overview of the
most widespread discretization and resolution strategies that are employed in the field
of nuclear safety calculations. This will be done through the particular example of
the newly developed time-depend module of the discrete ordinates MINARET solver
(we refer also to other codes like PARTISN and TORT-TD for similar approaches).
Then, section 4 will be devoted to a simple validation study of MINARET in order
to prove the validity of the results presented in the following sections.

We will after discuss the sequential and parallel acceleration techniques that are
classically employed in these codes or that are currently the subject of active research
and that do not require changes in the resolution scheme introduced in section 3.
Section 5 will recall the two most traditional sequential accelerations (the Cheby-
shev extrapolation and the Diffusion Synthetic Acceleration). The combination of
both strategies leads to speed-ups of a factor of around 100 as computations with
MINARET will show. We will also explain how extra speed-ups can be obtained by
the choice of an appropriate starting guess in the so-called outer iterations. In partic-
ular, the idea of involving diffusion computations in the starting guess had never been
tested in the literature and seems to outperform the classical choices (a speed-up of
a factor of about 3 has been noted).

The remaining part of the paper is devoted to parallel acceleration techniques.
In section 6, we recall the usual method to parallelize the angular variable in discrete
ordinates codes and illustrate its performances. The limitations of this strategy have
motivated the exploration of other sources of concurrency in the litterature such
as the parallelization of the spatial and energetic variables. Regarding the spatial
variable, the so-called KBA algorithm was proposed in the late nineties (see [7]) and
seems to be the most efficient strategy known so far. Its efficient implementation on
unstructured meshes represents one of the main difficulties to face as the works of
[27] show. Also, the parallelization of the energy variable seems to be a promising
field to explore as outlined in [30] and some recent contributions such as [2] even
aim at efficiently parallelizing jointly some of these three variables (energy, space and
angle). However, among all these already existing approaches, the parallelization
of the time variable seems to be missing and, for this reason, in section 7, a study
about the additional speed-up that can be obtained with such a strategy will be
presented. This task has been performed by a domain decomposition method called
the parareal in time algorithm (see [20] [6] [8] for its theoretical foundations). The
implementation is following some preliminary analysis made in [11] [10] where the
strategy was successfully applied to the time-dependent neutron diffusion equation.
We will propose an extension of the classical theoretical expected speed-up formulae
from the literature (see, e.g. [5] for a summary on this topic) in order to take into
account the fact that, in the present case, the parareal algorithm is being coupled
with other iterative methods. The limitations regarding the maximum attainable
speed-up will be discussed at this point. Despite this fact, a comparison between
measured speed-up performances with MINARET and the theoretical optimal values
will highlight the negligible impact of the communication time between processors
and will illustrate the capacity of the method to accelerate long time transients. We
will end up by outlining a strategy that is currently being developed to improve
the performances of the parareal algorithm by coupling the method with the outer
iterations in a more efficient manner. The results will be the published on a sequel of
this paper.
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2. The time-dependent neutron transport equation. The evolution of the
angular flux ψ of neutrons in a reactor coreR is governed by a linear Bolzman equation
whose terms physically express a balance between the free neutrons that are created
and that disappear in the core. We will consider here the three-dimensional case
(R ⊂ R

3) where ψ depends on 7 variables, namely the time t ∈ [0, T ], the position
within the reactor denoted as r ∈ R, the velocity of the neutrons v =

√
2E/m ω

where E ∈ [Emin, Emax] stands for the energy of the neutron, ω =
v

|v|
∈ S2 stands for

the direction of the velocity and m is the mass of the neutron. We will have v ∈ V ,
where V = S2×[Emin, Emax] is a compact subset of R3. The fission chain reaction that
takes place inside the core leads to the presence of some radioactive isotopes that emit
neutrons with a given delay (we refer to them as precursors of delayed neutrons). This
phenomenon must be taken into account in our balance equation, hence the coupling
of the Bolzman equation with a set of first order ODE’s expressing the evolution in
R of the precursors’ concentration that will be denoted as C = {Cℓ}ℓ∈{1,...,L}.

The set (ψ,C) is thus the solution to the following initial value problem over the
domain D = {(t, r,ω, E) ∈ [0, T ]×R× S2 × [Emin, Emax]}:

(2.1)






1

|v|
∂tψ(t, r,ω, E) + (L−H − F −Q)ψ(t, r,ω, E) = 0

∂tCℓ(t, r) = −λℓCℓ(t, r)

+

∫ Emax

E′=Emin

βℓ(t, r, E
′)(νσf )(t, r, E

′)φ(t, r, E′)dE′, ∀ℓ ∈ {1, . . . , L},

where φ(t, r, E) =

∫

S2

ψ(t, r,ω′, E)dω′ is the scalar flux and the following operator

notations have been used:
• Lψ(t, r,ω, E) = (ω.∇+ σt(t, r, E))ψ(t, r,ω, E) is the advection operator,

• Hψ(t, r,ω, E) =

∫

S2

∫ Emax

E′=Emin

σs(t, r,ω
′ → ω, E′ → E)ψ(t, r,ω′, E′)dE′dω′

is the scattering operator,

• Fψ(t, r,ω, E) =
χp(t, r, E)

4π

∫ Emax

E′=Emin

(1− β(t, r, E′)) (νσf )(t, r, E
′)φ(t, r, E′)dE′

is the prompt fission operator,

• Qψ(t, r,ω, E) =
L∑

ℓ=1

λℓχd,ℓ(t, r, E)Cℓ(t, r) is the delayed fission source. Note

that this term depends on ψ because Cℓ depends on it in vertue of the ODE
in time that they satisfy.

In the enlisted terms:
• σt(t, r, E) denotes the total cross-section,
• σs(t, r,ω

′ → ω, E′ → E) is the scattering cross-section from energy E′ and
direction ω′ to energy E and direction ω,

• σf (t, r, E) is the fission cross-section,
• ν(t, r, E) is the average number of neutrons emitted,
• χp(t, r, E) and χd,ℓ(t, r, E) are respectively the prompt spectrum and the
delayed spectrum of precursor ℓ,

• λℓ and βℓ(t, r, E) are the decay constant and the delayed neutron fraction of
precursor ℓ respectively,

• β(t, r, E) =
L∑

ℓ=1

βℓ(t, r, E).
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We will work with initial conditions ψ0 and Cℓ,0 at t = 0 and vacuum boundary
conditions over ∂R, i.e.





ψ = 0, on [0, T ]× ∂R− × S2 × R+

ψ(0, .) = ψ0(.), on R× S2 × R+

Cℓ(0, .) = Cℓ,0(.) on R,

where ∂R− := {r ∈ ∂R | ω.−→n < 0} denotes the part of the boundary where the
angular flux is incoming. The knowledge of the initial conditions ψ0 and Cℓ,0 is a
complex issue in itself. In nuclear safety computations like the ones we are interested
in, it is of special interest to analyze transients starting from a stable state of the core.
The derivation of this state is related to an eigenvalue problem whose foundations are
very well established. We refer to [28] and [14] for physical and mathematical aspects
of it and to [23] for numerical details about its computation in the MINARET solver.

Remark 2.1 (A diffusion problem as an approximation to the transport equation
(2.1)). Under some given physical hypothesis (see, e.g. [28] and [14]), the angular

mean value φ(t, r, E) =

∫

S2

ψ(t, r,ω′, E)dω′ of the angular flux ψ(t, r,ω, E) satisfies a

diffusion equation that has the advantage of being much less computationally expensive
than the transport equation from the memory storage and from the computational time
point of view. Although the present work deals with the resolution of the transport
equation (2.1), the existence of such surrogate approximation will be used in our case
in some acceleration techniques.

3. Classical discretization and implementation schemes in neutronics:
an example through the MINARET solver. With the exception of some simple
cases (see [28] for further references) where problem (2.1) can exactly be solved, the
resolution of (2.1) needs to be numerically addressed and requires discretizations and
approximations of the involved variables. We will present here the classical discretiza-
tions and numerical schemes that are used in the field of core calculations. This will
be done through the particular case of the MINARET solver, whose kinetic module
has never been presented before, but that can be taken as a representative example
due to its similarities with other solvers like PARTISN or TORT-TD.

We start by discretizing the energy variable and deriving the multigroup version
of equation (2.1). The strategy is based on the division of the energy interval into
G subintervals: [Emin, Emax] = [EG, EG−1] ∪ · · · ∪ [E1, E0]. For 1 ≤ g ≤ G, we
denote by ψg the approximation of ψ in the subinterval [Eg, Eg−1]. Let us introduce
a series of time steps δtn > 0 and a serie of times tn such that t0 = 0, tN = T and
tn− tn−1 = δtn. An Euler-backward scheme for the time variable is then applied. Let
ψg,n(r,ω) be the approximation of ψ(t, r,ω, E) at time t = tn and for E ∈ [Eg, Eg−1].
Given {ψg,n(r,ω)}Gg=1, the set of unknowns {ψg,n+1(r,ω)}Gg=1 for the time tn+1 is
the solution of the following set of coupled source problems:

(3.1)

{
Find over R× S2 the angular flux ψg,n+1(r,ω) such that(
Lg −Hg − F̃ g − Q̃g

)
ψg,n+1(r,ω) = S̃g,n(r,ω), ∀g ∈ {1, . . . , G}.

The following notations have been used:

• S̃g,n(r,ω) :=
ψg,n(r,ω)

V gδtn+1
, where V g is the average velocity of the neutrons

whose energy belong to the interval [Eg, Eg−1]. Note that for the computation

of ψg,n+1(r,ω), the term S̃g,n(r,ω) is known and is a source for the equation.
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• Lgψg,n+1(r,ω) =

(
ω.∇+

(
σg,n+1
t (r) +

1

V gδtn+1

))
ψg,n+1(r,ω)

• Hgψg,n+1(r,ω) =
G∑

g′=1

Hg′→gψg′,n+1(r,ω), with

Hg′→gψg′,n+1(r,ω) =

∫

S2

σg′→g,n+1
s (r,ω′ → ω)ψg′,n+1(r,ω′)dω′.

• F̃ gψg,n+1(r,ω) =
χg,n+1
p (r)

4π

G∑
g′=1

(
1− βg′,n+1(r)

)
(νσf )

g′,n+1(r)φg
′,n+1(r),

where φg,n+1(r) =

∫

S2

ψg,n+1(r,ω)dω′, ∀g ∈ {1, . . . , G}.

• Q̃gψg,n+1(r,ω) =
L∑

ℓ=1

λℓχ
g,n+1
d,ℓ (r)Cn+1

ℓ (r)

The coefficients σg,n+1
t (r), σg′→g,n+1

s (r,ω′ → ω), (νσf )
g,n+1, χg,n+1

p (r) and χg,n+1
d,ℓ (r)

correspond to energy average values in [Eg, Eg−1] at time t = tn of the coeffi-
cients σt(t, r, E), σs(t, r,ω

′ → ω, E′ → E), σf (t, r, E), ν(t, r, E), χp(t, r, E) and

χd,ℓ(t, r, E). We also have βg,n+1(r) =
L∑

ℓ=1

βg,n+1
ℓ (r). The Euler backward scheme

applied to the precursors’ equation provides Cn+1
ℓ (r) for any ℓ ∈ {1, . . . , L}:

Cn+1
ℓ (r) =

1

1 + λℓδtn+1
Cn

ℓ (r)(3.2)

+
δtn+1

1 + λℓδtn+1

G∑

g′=1

βg′,n+1
ℓ (r)(νσf )

g′,n+1(r)φg
′,n+1(r).

The insertion of (3.2) into (3.1) finally yields the set of source problems:

(3.3)

{
Find over R× S2 and ∀g the angular flux ψg,n+1(r,ω) such that:

(Lg −Hg − F g)ψg,n+1(r,ω) = Sg,n(r,ω),

where:

• F gψg,n+1(r,ω) =
G∑

g′=1

F g′,gψg′,n+1 and

F g′,gψg′,n+1 =

(
χg,n+1
p (r)

4π

(
1− βg′,n+1(r)

)

+

L∑

ℓ=1

λℓβ
g′

ℓ χ
g
d,ℓδtn+1

1 + λℓδtn+1

)
(νσf )

g′,n+1(r)φg
′,n+1(r),

• Sg,n(r,ω) :=
ψg,n(r,ω)

V gδtn+1
+

1

1 + λℓδtn+1
Cn

ℓ (r).

Because of the coupling in the energy variable, system (3.3) is iterativelysolved over
the index g with a numerical method that we will call ”generalized Gauss-Seidel
scheme” (these are the so called ”outer iterations” in neutronics). The scheme goes
as follows: let ψg,n+1

(M) be the approximation of ψg,n+1 at iteration number M . If we

denote
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(3.4) ψn+1 =




ψ1,n+1

ψ2,n+1

...
ψG,n+1


 ; φn+1 =




φ1,n+1

φ2,n+1

...
φG,n+1


 ; Sn =




S1,n

S2,n

...
SG,n


 ,

then the scheme reads:

(3.5)

{
MG,Gψ

n+1
(M+1) = NG,Gψ

n+1
(M) + Sn

ψ
n+1
(M=0) given,

where AG,G =MG,G −NG,G, with

(3.6) MG,G =




L1 −H1→1 0 · · · 0
−H1→2 L2 −H2→2 · · · 0

...
...

. . .
...

−H1→G −H2→G · · · LG −HG→G




and

(3.7) NG,G =




F 1,1 H2→1 + F 2,1 · · · HG→1 + FG,1

F 1,2 F 2,2 · · · HG→2 + FG,2

...
...

. . .
...

F 1,G F 2,G · · · FG,G


 .

System (3.5) is lower-triangular and is simply solved by forward substitution. Note
that the difference between this scheme and a traditional Gauss-Seidel lies in the
”explicit” treatment of the fission terms F g′,g for g′ ≤ g. This choice has been made
for implementation purposes to minimize the number of computations: the fission
terms are computed with the previous iterate so that their value remains fixed in the
iterative resolution of (3.5) that is going to be introduced in (3.11).

It has been proven in chapter 1 of [25] (theorem 1.6.1) that this scheme converges
for small enough time steps. In MINARET, the iterations are performed until the
average residual error in the scalar flux

(3.8) en+1
outer(M + 1) :=




G∑
g=1

‖φg,n+1
(M+1) − φg,n+1

(M) ‖2L2(R)

G∑
g=1

‖φg,n+1
(M+1)‖

2
L2(R)




1/2

goes below a given convergence threshold εouter and ψn+1
(∞) and φn

(∞) will denote the
converged angular and scalar fluxes.

For g = 1, . . . , G and for a given iteration M , the problem to be solved in the
forward substitutions to invert system (3.5) reads:

(Lg −Hg→g)ψg,n+1
(M+1)(r,ω)

=
∑

g′<g

Hg′→gψg′,n+1
(M+1) +

∑

g′>g

Hg′→gψg′,n+1
(M) +

G∑

g′=1

F g′,gψg′,n+1
(M) + Sg,n(r,ω),(3.9)
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which is a monoenergetic equation of the form

ω.∇ψ(r,ω) + σt(r)ψ(r,ω)−

∫

S2

σs(r,ω
′ → ω)ψ(r,ω′)dω′ = q(r,ω),(3.10)

for all (r,ω) ∈ R× S2. The terms σt, σs, q must be understood as generic notations
whose definition must be coherent with equation (3.9). Since equation (3.10) is in-
tegral in the angular variable and differential in space, a second numerical scheme is
performed (called ”inner or source iterations”). If ψg,n+1

(M+1,m) is the approximation of

ψg,n+1
(M+1) at the m− th inner iteration, then ψg,n+1

(M+1,m+1) is the solution of:

(3.11) Lgψg,n+1
(M+1,m+1)(r,ω) = Hg→gψg,n+1

(M+1,m)(r,ω) + S̃(r,ω), ∀g ∈ {1, . . . , G},

with

S̃(r,ω) =
∑

g′<g

Hg′→gψg′,n+1
(M+1) +

∑

g′>g

Hg′→gψg′,n+1
(M) +

G∑

g′=1

F g′,gψg′,n+1
(M) + Sg,n(r,ω).

It has been shown in [25] (section 1.6.1.2 of chapter 1) that this strategy is equivalent
to a Richardson scheme. The iterations are performed until the relative residual

(3.12) eg,n+1
inner (m+ 1) :=

‖φg,n+1
(M,m+1) − φg,n+1

(M,m)‖L2(R)

‖φg,n+1
(M,1) − φg,n+1

(M,0) ‖L2(R)

goes below a given convergence threshold εinner .
The angular discretization of equation (3.11) has been performed with the discrete

ordinates of order n technique (Sn), i.e., problem (3.11) is solved for a discrete number
D of directions {ωd}

D
d=1. The scattering terms Hg′ 7→g are computed in practice by

assuming that the scatering cross sections are isotropic, i.e., that

σs(r,ω
′ 7→ ω) = σs(r,ω

′.ω),

This assumption allows to make an expansion of the terms Hg′ 7→g in Legendre poly-
nomials (the indexes g, n, M and m have momentarily been removed to ease the
reading). The expansion is truncated at a given order L so that

∫

S2

σs(r,ω
′ → ω)ψ(r,ω′)dω′ ≈

L∑

ℓ=0

2ℓ+ 1

4π
σs,ℓ(r)

∫

S2

ψ(r,ω′)Pℓ(ω.ω
′)dω′,

where Pℓ is the Legendre polynomial of degree ℓ and σs,ℓ = 2π
∫ 1

−1 σs,ℓ(r, µ)Pℓ(µ)dµ.

The use of the addition theorem Pℓ(ω
′.ω) = 4π

2ℓ+1

∑ℓ
m=−ℓ Yℓ,m(ω′)Yℓ,m(ω), where

Yℓ,m(ω) is the spherical harmonic of index (ℓ,m), eventually leads to

∫

S2

σs(r,ω
′ → ω)ψ(r,ω′)dω′ ≈

L∑

ℓ=0

σs,ℓ(r)

ℓ∑

m=−ℓ

φℓ,m(r)Yℓ,m(ω),

which is an expansion that depends only on the flux moments that are defined as

(3.13) φℓ,m(r) =

∫

S2

ψ(r,ω′)Yℓ,m(ω′)dω′.
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Note that φℓ,m(r) = φ(r) for ℓ = m = 0. More importantly, the fact that only the
flux moments are required to compute the scattering term implies that the evaluation
of the term NG,Gψ

n+1
(M) in system (3.5) does not need the knowledge of the angular

fluxes ψn+1
(M) , but only the knowledge of flux moments φn+1

ℓ,m (M) (in the case where

ℓ = m = 0, only φn+1
(M) is needed). We can therefore re-write system (3.5) as

(3.14)

{
MG,Gψ

n+1
(M+1) = ÑG,Gφ

n+1
ℓ,m,(M) + S

n

φ
n+1
(M=0) given,

where ÑG,G denotes the same operator asNG,G, but after having made the observation
that the entries are flux moments.

The integrals in the angular variable of relation (3.13) are computed with a
quadrature formula. In the case of MINARET, the level-symmetric quadrature rule
has been used so that D = n(n+ 2) in our case.

The treatment of the spatial variable is the point where the neutronic solvers most
differ. In the case of MINARET, discontinuous Galerkin finite elements of arbitrary
order have been implemented (however, the results presented in this paper involve
only degree 1 polynomials – see remark 3.1). The three-dimensional spatial mesh is
”partially unstructured” in the sense that it is built by extrusion of an initial two-
dimensional unstructured mesh. We refer to [24] for further details on MINARET’s
mesh generator and also for a study made on the Jules Horowitz reactor, whose
cylindrical geometry cannot be treated accurately on a cartesian grid and thus requires
non cartesian grids. In addition to this, the finite element order can be locally adapted
depending on the complexity of the phenomena involved in each region, which makes
the solver be well-suited for the study of accidents.

Algorithm 1 summarizes the described two-stage nested iterative strategy imple-
mented in MINARET.

Remark 3.1. The advantages of the hp adapativity of the MINARET solver will
not be illustrated in the present work as our major goal is to provide tractable results
about acceleration methods. We refer to [24] as a first overview of these capabilities
and to future papers in which MINARET will be used for accidental studies.

4. Definition of the numerical test cases and validation of the MINARET
solver. We briefly explain in this section the two test cases that will be used to il-
lustrate the numerical performances of the acceleration methods that are going to be
discussed in the remaining of this paper.

The first test case (denoted below as ”case A”) represents a rod withdrawal and
corresponds to a well-known benchmark in the literature of neutronics called TWIGL
(see [19]). The geometry of the core is three-dimensional and the domain is R =
{(x, y, z) ∈ R

3| 0 ≤ x ≤ 220 cm; 0 ≤ y ≤ 220 cm; 0 ≤ z ≤ 200 cm; }. A cross-
sectional view at the height z = 180 cm is specified in table 1a. The first group of
rods (blue) is withdrawn from t = 0 (z = 100 cm measured starting from below) until
t = 26.6 s. (z = 180 cm) at a constant speed. The second group of rods (red) is
inserted from t = 7.5 s. (z = 180 cm) until t = 47.7 s. (z = 60 cm) and the simulated
interval of time is [0, T ] with T = 70 s. (see table 1b).

The results provided by the benchmark do not correspond to measured values, but
to diffusion calculations, which is the reason why this test case was originally proposed
for the validation of diffusion solvers. However, to the best of the authors knowledge,
a specific kinetic benchmark for transport solvers does not exist in the literature.
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Algorithm 1 The iterative strategy implemented in MINARET

1: for tn = ∆T to N∆T do
2: While(not converge) do (generalized GS iterations – see equation

(3.5))
3: Update fission operator
4: for g = 1 to G do
5: Update scattering (except self-scattering)
6: While(not converge) do (source iterations)
7: for ω = ω1 to ωD do
8: Update self-scattering
9: Solve spatial problem (3.11) for ω

10: end for
11: Diffusion Synthetic Acceleration (see section 5)
12: End While
13: end for
14: Chebyshev Extrapolation (see section 5)
15: End While
16: end for

It will therefore not be possible to study through this example the performances of
MINARET in situations where diffusion is no longer accurate enough. Despite this
fact, the benchmark will allow to

• do a simple validation of the solver’s kinetic module by comparing our cal-
culations with a diffusion solver (called MINOS; see, e.g., [9]) and with the
original results presented in [19],

• provide tractable performance results.

Regarding the validation, table 1b shows the power evolution computed with MINARET,
MINOS and the original values from the diffusion benchmark given in [19]. As it can
be noted, the MINARET solver presents the correct trend, which will be taken as an
indication that the resolution has correctly been implemented.

The second test case (denoted below as ”case B”) uses the same geometry as
the TWIGL benchmark but an oscillatory sequence of motion of the rods has been
devised so that power fluctuations are produced. The simulated interval of time is
[0, T ] with T = 250 s. (see table 2 for the details).

Both tests have been carried out with G = 2 energy groups, L = 6 precursors
and vacuum boundary conditions. The degree of the discontinuous finite elements is
P1 and the spatial mesh size is of order 20 cm. All the computations that will be
presented hereafter have been obtained in a cluster of 38 nodes of 16 Gb memory,
each one composed of 8 cores of 2814 MHz speed.

Remark 4.1. In the original TWIGL benchmark from the literature ([19]), cal-
culations are done in a quarter of a core with reflective boundary conditions in the
inner parts of the core. In our case, the full geometry has been computed in order to
be coherent with case B that has no spatial symmetries.

Remark 4.2. We insist on the fact that the test cases that have been considered
will not illustrate the advantages of using transport rather than the classical diffusion
approximation. They do not show the potentialities of MINARET’s unstructured mesh
either but we emphasize again that our choice has been determined with the aim of
illustrating the algorithmic efficiency of our implementation and not the discretiza-
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Table 1: Case A (TWIGL benchmark).
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Table 2: Case B.

tion per se; we thus provide results that allow to quantify the effect of the acceleration
strategies. The other aspects about approximation rate and capabilities will be illus-
trated in subsequent works with the solver.

5. Sequential acceleration techniques. The convergence of the iterative reso-
lution of the multigroup problem given in (3.5) is often extremely slow and acceleration
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methods are required in order to obtain reasonable computing times.
We will recall in this section the two main traditional sequential accelerations.

Their efficiency will be illustrated by some computations with MINARET. The first
strategy is the Chebychev extrapolation in the outer iterations. It consists in adding
a linear combination of the fluxes after each Gauss-Seidel iteration:





MG,Gψ
n+1
(M+1) = ÑG,Gφ

n+1
ℓ,m,(M) + S

n

φ̃
n+1
ℓ,m,(M+1)(r) =

∫

S2

ψ
n+1
(M+1)(r,ω

′)Yℓ,m(ω′)dω′

φ
n+1
ℓ,m,(M+1) = αM+1

(
φ̃

n+1
ℓ,m,(M+1) − φ

n+1
ℓ,m,(M−1)

)
+ φn+1

ℓ,m,(M−1), M ≥ 1

φ
n+1
ℓ,m,(M=0) given (0 ≤ ℓ ≤ L and −ℓ ≤ m ≤ ℓ).

(5.1)

We refer to [31] for the exact form of the coefficients (αM ) and the theoretical foun-
dations of this acceleration scheme.

The second acceleration scheme is the so-called diffusion synthetic acceleration
(DSA) that has been added for the convergence of the inner iterations. It reads:

(5.2)






Lgψ̃g,n+1
(M,m+1)(r,ω) = Hg→gψg,n+1

(M,m)(r,ω) + S(r,ω), ∀g ∈ {1, . . . , G}

φ̃g,n+1
(M,m+1)(r) =

∫

S2

ψ̃g,n+1
(M,m+1)(r,ω

′)dω′

ψg,n+1
(M,m+1)(r,ω) = ψ̃g,n+1

(M,m+1)(r,ω) + eg,n+1
(M,m+1)(r).

The term eg,n+1
(M,m+1) is the solution of the diffusion problem

(5.3)






− div



 1

3
(
σg
t (r) +

1
V g∆Tn+1

)∇eg,n+1
(M,m+1)(r)





+
(
σg
t (r) +

1
V g∆Tn+1

− σg,g
s (r)

)
eg,n+1
(M,m+1)(r)

= σs(r)
(
φ̃g,n+1
(M,m+1)(r)− φg,n+1

(M,m)(r)
)
, ∀r ∈ R

eg(m+1)(r) = 0, ∀r ∈ ∂R,

where φg,n+1
(M,m)(r) =

∫

S2

ψg,n+1
(M,m)(r,ω

′)dω′.

DSA is an acceleration scheme because it acts as a preconditioner of transport
to solve equation (3.11). We refer to [1] (sections I.D and II.B) and [23] for more
theoretical details about this method. To preserve the total amount of neutrons, the
spatial resolution of the DSA problem (5.3) is discretized with discontinuous Galerkin
finite elements of the same degree as the one used for the transport problem (5.2).
The discretized DSA problem is iteratively solved with a conjugate gradient method
preconditioned by SSOR. If ri denotes the residual at the i-th iteration, the DSA
iterations are performed until the ratio

(5.4)
‖ri‖L2(R)

‖r0‖L2(R)

goes below a given convergence threshold εDSA.
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We illustrate the performances of both acceleration methods through some nu-
merical results obtained with MINARET for the test case A.

To begin with, table 3 lists the number of outer iterationsMouter, inner iterations
Ninner and DSA iterations NDSA required to perform a propagation from time 0 to
time 5/3 s. in an S4 calculation (i.e, a calculation in which the Sn discrete ordinates of
order n technique is set to n = 4). We also provide the exact computing times obtained
in our cluster. The convergence criteria associated to the errors (3.8), (3.12) and (5.4)
have been fixed to εouter = 10−5, εinner = 10−1 and εDSA = 10−2. The product
MouterNinner is also given as an estimation of the complexity of the resolution (the
complexity added by the DSA can be neglected in a first approach in a sequential
calculation). As the first case of table 3 shows, it is clear that the solver needs
acceleration techniques in order to converge in a reasonable time. While the inclusion
of the Chebyshev extrapolation (case 2) already represents a dramatic improvement
in the computing time (by reducing about 10 times the number of outer iterations),
this performance can still be improved by another factor of about 10 if the Chebyshev
extrapolation is coupled with DSA in the inner iterations (case 3). This is achieved
thanks to the reduction of the number of inner iterations.

Case Chebyshev DSA Mouter Ninner NDSA MouterNinner Computing
time (s)

1 No No 678 29784 0 ≈ 2000.104 7510
2 Yes No 67 2900 0 ≈ 19.104 736.5
3 Yes Yes 59 345 1557 ≈ 2.104 87.67

Table 3: An illustration of the impact on the speed-up performances of the Chebyshev
extrapolation and the DSA.

Another factor of about 3 can further be obtained if the initial guess φn+1
(M=0,N=0)

of the outer iterations is well chosen (we will discuss here the case where L = 0, but
note that it could very easily be generalized to any type of order L in the scatering
expansion with Legendre polynomials). The classical choice is

(5.5) φg,n+1
(M=0,N=0) = φg,n(∞), ∀g ∈ {1, . . . , G}.

This option is reasonable because for small time steps one can conjecture that the
system does not change very much from tn to tn+1. Other possibilities that exploit
the information of the previous time steps have been explored (these are at the cost
of storing additional information). One can first try a linear extrapolation of the flux:

(5.6) φg,n+1
(M=0,N=0) = φg,n(∞) +

tn+1 − tn
tn − tn−1

(
φg,n(∞) − φg,n−1

(∞)

)
, ∀g ∈ {1, . . . , G}.

However, according to the point kinetics approximation, the behavior of the flux is
rather exponential and another idea would be an exponential extrapolation:

(5.7) φg,n+1
(M=0,N=0) = φg,n(∞) exp

tn+1−tn

tn−tn−1
ln

(

φ
g,n

(∞)

φ
g,n−1
(∞)

)

, ∀g ∈ {1, . . . , G}.

Another interesting option is to use the diffusion approximation to build a two-level
propagation scheme. The idea goes as follows: the computation of the solution with
the diffusion approximation can be obtained very quickly in comparison with the
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transport solution. For a given time tn+1, we can therefore compute the solution
coming from the diffusion (denoted here as φ̃g,n+1

(∞) ) and use it as a predictor of the

transport solution by setting:

(5.8) φg,n+1
(M=0,N=0) = φ̃g,n+1

(∞) , ∀g ∈ {1, . . . , G}..

As will be illustrated in the numerical results, this is a bad choice whose main problem
is that the diffusion solution has a different trajectory than the transport one, hence
the degraded computing times (the transport solver has to correct the trajectory and
then converge to the transport solution). However, since the diffusion approximation
seems to present the good trend, one can conjecture that

φg,n+1 − φg,n

tn+1 − tn
≈
φ̃g,n+1 − φ̃g,n

tn+1 − tn
.

In this case, we can try:

(5.9) φg,n+1
(M=0,N=0) = φg,n(∞) + φ̃g,n+1

(∞) − φ̃g,n(∞), ∀g ∈ {1, . . . , G}.

The numerical results will show that this is a good starting guess. Furthermore, if we
suppose that the trend is exponential as point kinetics suggests, an interesting initial
guess could be:

(5.10) φg,n+1
(M=0,N=0) = φg,n(∞) exp

tn+1−tn

tn−tn−1
ln

(

φ̃
g,n+1
(∞)

φ̃
g,n

(∞)

)

, ∀g ∈ {1, . . . , G}.

Starting guess Formula

A (traditional) φg,n+1
(M=0,N=0) = φg,n(∞)

B (linear extrapolation) φg,n+1
(M=0,N=0) = φg,n(∞) +

tn+1 − tn
tn − tn−1

(
φg,n(∞) − φg,n−1

(∞)

)

C (exponential extrapolation) φg,n+1
(M=0,N=0) = φg,n(∞) exp

tn+1−tn

tn−tn−1
ln

(

φ
g,n

(∞)

φ
g,n−1
(∞)

)

D (plain multilevel) φg,n+1
(M=0,N=0) = φ̃g,n+1

(∞)

E (multilevel linear) φg,n+1
(M=0,N=0) = φg,n(∞) + φ̃g,n+1

(∞) − φ̃g,n(∞)

F (multilevel exponential) φg,n+1
(M=0,N=0) = φg,n(∞) exp

tn+1−tn

tn−tn−1
ln

(

φ̃
g,n+1
(∞)

φ̃
g,n

(∞)

)

Table 4: List of the explored starting guesses.

We summarize all the options in table 4. Their perfomances have been tested in the
TWIGL benchmark case with a constant time-step of 5/3 s. In figure 1 we plot the
computing times per time step as well as the cumulative ones. We also plot Mouter

and MouterNinnerNDSA. From these figures, it seems thus clear that the use of a
multilevel scheme outperforms the rest of the approaches provided that we do a linear
or exponential extrapolation. The computing times are reduced by a factor of about
3 with this strategy. Options B and C provide a more moderate gain compared to
the traditional starting guess A. As it can be observed from the figures, the speed up
comes from the reduction of the number of outer iterations Mouter, which results in
a dramatic reduction of the total number of iterations MouterNinnerNDSA.
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Fig. 1: Performances of the initial guesses.
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Note however that the starting guesses have been tried in a case in which diffusion
is a good approximation to transport and it is therefore legitimate to wonder whether
the starting guesses involving diffusion computations will still be efficient in other
contexts. We believe that their performances should not be very degraded as long
as the time step remains sufficently small, but computations in a more ”transport-
oriented” test case are required to prove this claim.

6. Parallelization of the angular variable. We now turn to parallel acceler-
ation techniques and start by recalling in this section the most classical and straight-
forward strategy employed in discrete ordinates codes:

The numerical scheme outlined in algorithm 1 puts in evidence that, for a given
energy group g and a given inner iteration m, each angular flux ψ(r,ωd) is computed
independently (see lines 7 to 10 of algorithm 1) from the other unknowns ψ(r,ωd′)
(d′ 6= d). The loop of lines 7 to 10 is therefore an embarrassingly parallel task that
can be performed concurrently on several processors by uniformly distributing the set
of angular fluxes to be treated among the different processors.

From an implementation point of view, the distribution of the tasks is performed
in a master-slave fashion, that has the important advantage of alleviating the memory
storage per processor in comparison with a sequential implementation. Indeed, each
processor stores only the angular fluxes ψ(r,ωd) of its assigned directions (and the
moments of the flux are only stored by the master). Thanks to this fact, time-depend
calculations involving a large number of directions and leading to HPC problems can
be addressed. However, at the end of each inner iteration, the master gathers the
angular fluxes {ψ(r,ωd)}

D
d=1 to compute the scalar flux φ(r) and then it performs

the diffusion synthetic acceleration. As a consequence, as shown in, e.g., [18] this part
becomes a bottleneck for large numbers of processors because of the communication
time and this isssue is one of the reasons that motivates to couple the parallelization
of this variable with other strategies. Moreover, apart from this communication prob-
lem for large numbers of processors, the efficiency of this method is also a trade-off
between:

• the number of directions assigned to each processor
• the spatial complexity for the calculation of an unknown ψ(r,ωd) (resolution
of problem (3.11))

• the computing time required to perform the DSA step (that is run sequentially
in MINARET)

This trade-off is illustrated on table 5 and figure 2a where the numerical perfor-
mances of this implementation in a strong scaling test are shown: the test case A
has been performed for a fixed number of directions D = 24 with an increasing num-
ber of processors N that treat the loop over the directions. As it can be observed,
for a reduced number of processors, the algorithm has excellent scalability properties
(N ≤ 8). The behavior is degraded for larger values of N because the amount of work
assigned to each processor decreases. The time to perform the loop on the angu-
lar directions is therefore reduced whereas the time to do the DSA remains constant
because it is not parallelized: the DSA becomes a bottleneck. This issue could be over-
come by its parallelization with spatial domain decomposition methods or multigrid
techniques like in the works of [4] and [26] respectively.

As a consequence of all these factors, in order not to lose much efficiency, there
is a minimum number of directions ωd that need to be treated by each processor. In
the present case, the most reasonable choice according to this criterion seems to be
to assign N/D = 4 directions per processor (see table 5).
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It is also desirable that the number of processors N is a divisor of the total
number of directions D in order to have an uniform distribution of the tasks between
processors. This is indeed a source of inefficiency as illustrated in table 5 for the case
N = 10 (some processors will treat 3 directions and others only 2).

With the ”optimal” number of N/D = 4 directions per processor being fixed, we
perform a weak scaling test in which the angular Sn approximation is increased (D
increases) while incrementing the number N of processors. The results are summa-
rized in table 6 and figure 2b where it can be noticed that, for a relatively reduced
amount of processors, the efficiency is almost not degraded as N increases. As an-
ticipated before, a degradation would be observed for large N because of significant
communication times, but it is important to recall here that the Sn angular accuracy
should be chosen in coherence with the accuracy of the other of the variables (like,
e.g., the spatial variable whose accuracy is given by the finite element polynomial
approximation in our case). For this reason, and also for the time communication
issues arising for large N , there is a limit in the total number of processors that is
worth devoting to the parallelization of the angular variable. Thus, it is interesting
to consider other parallelization strategies as a source of additional speed-up. As
outlined in the introduction, significant efforts have been invested in previous works
for the parallelization of the spatial variable with the KBA algorithm and promis-
ing results have also been obtained regarding the parallelization of the energy. As a
complementary approach to all these methods, we propose to explore the additional
speed-ups that the parallelization of the time variable could bring to the resolution
of our equation.

D 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24
N 1 2 4 6 8 10 12 24
D/Nproc 24 12 6 4 3 2 or 3 2 1
Efficiency 1 1 0.99 0.96 0.933 0.77 0.87 0.76

Table 5: Efficiency in the strong scaling test for the angular variable (case A)

Sn approx 2 4 6 8 10 12
Ndir 8 24 48 80 120 168
Nproc 2 6 12 20 30 42
Ndir/proc 4 4 4 4 4 4
Efficiency 1 0.96 0.95 0.90 0.922 0.90

Table 6: Efficiency in the weak scaling test for the angular variable (case A).

7. Parallelization of the time variable. This section is organized as follows:
after a brief recall of the basics of the parareal in time algorithm, an extension of the
traditional theoretical speed-up formula will be proposed in order to properly take into
account our particular case in which parareal is coupled with other iterative techniques
at each time propagation. Finally, an analysis of the performances of the method
for the resolution of transport transients with MINARET will be presented. The
implemented results consider the parallelization of the time without coupling it with
the parallelization of the rest of the variables. They are nevertheless representative
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Fig. 2: Efficiency in the parallelization of the angular variable (case A)

enough of the accelerations that could be obtained in addition to the ones provided
by the other methods.

7.1. The parareal in time algorithm. The unsteady problem (2.1) can be
written in a more compact form:

(7.1)
∂y

∂t
+A(t; y) = 0 , t ∈ [0, T ];

it is complemented with initial conditions: y(t = 0) = y0.
We assume that we have two propagators to solve (7.1): a fine one Fτ1

τ0 (y(τ0))
that, starting from time τ0 ∈ [0, T ] with the value y(τ0), computes an approximation
of the solution of (7.1) at time τ1 ∈ [τ0, T ] accurately but slowly, and a coarse one
Gτ1
τ0 (y0) that computes another approximation quickly but not so accurately (and not

accurately enough). The fine propagator F can, e. g., perform the propagation of
the phenomenon from τ0 to τ1 with small time steps δt with very accurate physics
described by A. On the other hand, the coarse approximation G does not need to be
as accurate as F and can be chosen much less expensive e.g. by the use of a scheme
with a much larger time step ∆T ≫ δt or by treating ”reduced physics” (i.e. by
simplifying A into a less computer resources demanding operator).

In addition to these two propagators F and G, the parareal in time algorithm is
based on the division of the full interval [0, T ] intoN sub-intervals [0, T ] =

⋃N−1
n=0 [Tn, Tn+1]

that will each be assigned to a processor Pn, assuming that we have N processors at
our disposal. The parareal in time algorithm applied to (7.1) is an iterative technique
where, at each iteration k, the value y(Tn) is approximated by Y k

n with an accuracy
that tends to the one achieved by the fine solver when k increases. Y k

n is obtained by
the recurrence relation:

(7.2) Y k+1
n+1 = G

Tn+1

Tn
(Y k+1

n ) + F
Tn+1

Tn
(Y k

n )− G
Tn+1

Tn
(Y k

n ), n = 0, ..., N − 1

starting from Y 0
n+1 = G

Tn+1

Tn
(Y 0

n ).
From formula (7.2), it can first of all be seen by recursion that the method is exact

after enough iterations. Indeed, for any n > 0, Y n
n = FTn

0 (y0). However, convergence
of Y k

n to FTn

0 (y0) goes much faster than this as will be illustrated in our numerical
example. Second, by the recurrence formula (7.2), the parareal in time algorithm
can be cast into the category of predictor corrector algorithms, where the predictor
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is G
Tn+1

Tn
(Y k+1

n ) while the corrector is F
Tn+1

Tn
(Y k

n ) − G
Tn+1

Tn
(Y k

n ) (we refer to [16] for a
detailed discussion about the several possible interpretrations of the parareal method).

7.2. Algorithmics and theoretical speed-up. While the main results about
the convergence properties of the method were studied in depth a decade ago (see,
e.g. [20] [6] [8]), more recent efforts ([22] [5] [15] [12]) focus on the algorithmics to
implement it in order to improve the speed-up provided by the original algorithm
suggested in [20]. It consists of a master-slave type of implementation: the master
carries out the coarse propagation in the whole time interval [0;T ], while each slave is

in charge of fine propagations over its assigned time slice. Each slave sends F
Tn+1

Tn
(Y k

n )
to the master so that the master computes the parareal corrections of equation (7.2),
for all n. This original algorithm gives rise to two main computing drawbacks: the
coarse propagation by the master is a bottleneck in the computation and the memory
requirement in the master processor scales linearly with the number of slaves.

A remedy to both drawbacks is a distributed algorithm that was suggested in [5]:
for each processor Pn, the fine and the coarse solvers are propagated over [Tn, Tn+1]
and the parareal correction Y k+1

n+1 is carried out. The process is repeated until conver-
gence, i.e.

‖Y k+1
n − Y k

n ‖ < η,

for all n and where η is a given tolerance. A graphical description of the master-slave
and distributed algorithms is shown in figures 3a and 3b in the ideal case where each
processor is identical and the communication time is negligible.

C
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(a) A balanced
master-slave scheme.

(b) A balanced dis-
tributed scheme.

(c) An imbalanced
distributed scheme.

Fig. 3: Two different algorithms to implement the parareal in time method (a-b)
and an illustration of the imbalance in the tasks (c) observed when the parareal
algorithm is coupled with other iterative schemes for each time step propagation (in
the example, k∗ = 3 and N = 7 processors and the red/green colors represent the
coarse/fine propagations).

It is easy to realize that the distributed implementation does not change the
number of iterations in order the parareal algorithm to converge but it provides better
speed-ups than the original master-slave version (see formula (7.3) below). This is
the reason why the distributed algorithm has been implemented in this study.
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Remark 7.1. An improvement of the distributed algorithm from the processor
utilization point of view is the so-called event-based parareal algorithm suggested by
[12]. It exploits the fact that the coarse and fine propagations can be considered as
a collection of tasks that can be treated by a processor as soon as their initial condi-
tions are fulfilled. Once the task is performed, the processor treats the following task,
if any, leading to an optimization of the processor utilization. However, since the
present work focuses essentially on the feasibility and attainable speed-ups of parareal
applied to equation (3.3), the distributed algorithm has been selected for its simpler
implementation.

To the best of the authors knowledge, the theoretical analysis for the maximum
attainable speed-up provided by the parareal algorithm in different types of algorithms
has always been made under the assumptions that the computational cost of the fine
(resp. coarse) solver does not vary from one processor to another. It is also assumed
that the communication time is negligible. Under these two hypothesis, the maximum
speed-up for the master-slave (SMS) and distributed algorithms (SD) are respectively
(see [5]):

(7.3) SMS =
Tseq

Tpara,MS
=

N

Nr(1 + k∗) + k∗
; SD =

Tseq
Tpara,D

=
N

Nr + k∗(1 + r)
,

where k∗ is the total number of parareal iterations needed in order to converge and

r =
TG
TF

, TG and TF are the computational costs of the coarse and fine propagators

per processor. Note that SD > SMS for any k∗, r and N > 1.
In the case that the fine and the coarse propagators solve each time step with an

iterative numerical method (like in equation (2.1)), it is possible that the cost of the
fine and the coarse solvers dramatically vary form one processor to another depending
on the numerical complexity of the events that take place in each time slice ∆T (and
this complexity cannot be predicted a priori). Figure 3c illustrates this fact. Formulae
(7.3) need therefore to be extended to the broader case in which the computational
costs TG = TG(k, p) and TF = TF(k, p) depend on the processor p and the parareal
iteration k. It is easy to show that a more adequate formula for the speed-up in this
case is

(7.4)






S̃D =
Tseq

T̃para,D

=
Tseq

N−1∑
p=0

TG(0, p) +
k∗∑
k=1

max
p∈{0,...,N−1}

(TG(k, p) + TF(k, p))

,

S̃MS =
Tseq

T̃para,MS

=
Tseq

N−1∑
p=0

TG(0, p) +
k∗∑
k=1

(
N−1∑
p=0

TG(k, p) + max
p∈{0,...,N−1}

TF(k, p)

) ,

where the communication time between processors has been neglected. Note that in
the generalized formulae (7.4), we also find that S̃D > S̃MS since we have T̃para,MS −

T̃para,D ≥
k∗∑
k=1

∑
p6=p∗(k)

TG(k, p) > 0, where TG(k, p
∗) := max

p∈{0,...,N−1}
TG(k, p). More

importantly, there is an upper bound for these speed-ups given by N/k∗ so that

(7.5) S̃MS < S̃D <
N

k∗
.
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Because of the upper bound N/k∗, the algorithm turns out to be intrinsically less
efficient than other parallelization techniques (like, e.g, spatial domain decomposition)
in which one can theoretically expect to reduce by N the computing time with N
processors. It could be stated that this lack of efficiency is due to the intrinsic difficulty
that the parallelization of the time variable represents, because time is sequential by
nature (see however section 7.4 for an current developement to improve this aspect).
For this reason, the parareal in time algorithm should be employed to get additional
speed-ups when other more efficient parallelization techniques reach saturation.

7.3. Numerical application. The parareal algorithm has been applied to the
resolution of the test cases A and B. An S4 transport propagator has been used as
the fine solver whereas two coarse solvers have been tried out:

• an S4 transport propagator (the only difference with the fine solver is the size
of the time steps used: δt for F and ∆t = Tn+1 − Tn > δt for G),

• a diffusion propagator.
In all the computations, we will consider that convergence in the parareal scheme is
achieved whenever the residual

rk = max
n=0,...,N




G∑
g=1

‖Φg,n
k − Φg,n

k−1‖
2
L2(R)

G∑
g=1

‖Φg,n
k ‖2L2(R)




1/2

, k ≥ 1,

between the current parareal scalar flux solutions (φg,nk )0≤n≤N
1≤g≤G

and the previous ones
(
φg,nk−1

)
0≤n≤N
1≤g≤G

go below a threshold η. Its value has been fixed to the precision of the

numerical scheme that has been evaluated to be of order 10−3. Hence, η = 10−3.
The tolerance in the convergence for the outer and inner iterations has been fixed
to εouter = 10−5 and εinner = 10−1. With this thresholds, parareal convergence has
been achieved after only k∗ = 2, 3 or at most 4 iterations of the parareal in time
algorithm.

In the following subsections, after giving a numerical proof of the convergence of
the parareal algorithm in our case of study, some results about measured speed-ups
will be presented.

7.3.1. A numerical proof of the convergence. Figure 4 illustrates through
one particular example that parareal effectively converges. The fine and coarse solvers
are:

• Fine solver: S4 transport with δt = 1/12 s.
• Coarse solver: Diffusion with ∆t = 60δt = 5 s.

The points represent the errors

(7.6) ek(Tn) =

G∑
g=1

‖φg,nk − φg,n(∞)‖
2
L2(R)

G∑
g=1

‖φg,n(∞)‖
2
L2(R)

, ∀n ∈ {0, 1, ...N}, k ∈ {0, 1, 2}

between the parareal scalar fluxes Φg,n
k and the sequential fine solution φg,n(∞).

7.3.2. Speed-up performances. In the following strong and weak scaling tests,
the fine solver has a fixed time step of δt = 1/12 s.
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Fig. 4: An example of the numerical convergence of the parareal algorithm in our
neutron transport case.

Strong scaling results:. For the strong scaling analysis, the test case A has been
solved with MINARET on an increasing number N of processors. The size of each
sub-interval Tn+1 − Tn is constant for all n and equal to the time step of the coarse
solver ∆t. In order to increase the number of processors solving the transient in the
fixed time interval [0; 70 s.], the coarse time step has been reduced from ∆t = 60δt to
∆t = 20δt.

The measured speed-ups Smeasured are plotted in figure 5a. The evaluation of
the maximum attainable speed-up formula S̃D can easily be derived thanks to the
evaluation of the involved terms given in (7.4). When comparing the measured values
with the theoretical ones, we obtain that Smeasured = S̃D so that the communication
time between processors is negligible in our case and the obtained results are optimal.

Another interesting element to note is that one gets better speed-ups with a coarse
diffusion propagator. This result seems reasonable because diffusion propagations are
faster than transport ones.

We also observe that for a reduced number of processors, the speed-up increases
until it reaches a plateau for more than 21 processors. This is due to the fact that, for
large values of N , the size of the sub-intervals ∆t = Tn+1−Tn decreases. As a result,
the size of the problem addressed by each processor decreases and we reach a point in
which the addition of more processors does not improve any longer the performances.

Weak scaling results. For this alternative evaluation of the scaling, we will focus
on the test case B. We now consider the case in which the time step of the coarse
solver ∆t is fixed to 60δt and the transient has a variable length T (N) = N∆t (i.e.
the size of the problem linearly increases with the number N of processors). As an
example, for N = 14, transient B will be solved in the time interval [0, 70 s.], whereas
when N = 42 the time interval will be [0; 210 s.].

The measured speed-ups are plotted in figure 5b and, like in the strong scaling
case, they are in perfect agreement with the theoretical formula S̃D. The most im-
portant result here is that the distributed algorithm can effectively speed-up long
time calculations: the global trend for the speed-up is to increase with the number of
processors. The discontinuity in the trend observed between a number of processors
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Fig. 5: Scaling results with the pararel in time algorithm.

N = 41 and 42 comes from the fact that, due to the increasing size of the interval
[0, T (N)], the number of parareal iterations k∗ raises from 3 to 4 at this stage.

7.4. Improvement of the efficiency through a degraded fine solver. In
addition to the intrinsic lack of full efficiency of the plain parareal scheme (see relation
(7.5) and the results obtained in section 7.3), the example of neutron transport also
shows that, in general, the cost of the propagations of the fine solver (and also of
the coarse one) can vary from one time tn to another time tn′ and this imbalance
leads to a loss in the performances of the parareal scheme (see figure 3c). In the
present case, this is due to the fact that the resolution of each time step is performed
by iterative techniques (our so-called outer and inner iterations). As a result, for
a given convergence criterion in the outer and inner iterations, the cost of the fine

propagations F
Tn+1

Tn
can dramatically vary from one processor to another depending

on the numerical complexity that takes place in each time slice [Tn;Tn+1] to which
processor Pn is assigned (notice, by the way, that this situation is very general and
can occur in the resolution of other PDEs).

A strategy that is currently being studied is to degrade the fine solver F and build
a solver F̃J that performs a reduced number J of outer iteration at each time step
δt instead of making Mn,εouter

≫ J outer iterations until convergence to εouter of the
residual error (see formula (3.8)). As a consequence, instead of converging ”locally” at
every parareal iteration, the convergence is expected to be achieved ”globally” across
the parareal iterations through the modified parareal scheme:

Y k+1
n+1 = G

Tn+1

Tn
(Y k+1

n ) + F̃
Tn+1

J,Tn
(Y k

n )− G
Tn+1

Tn
(Y k

n ), n = 0, ..., N − 1.

This development is in the same spirit as the works of Maday and Turinici in [21]
or Minion in [22], [15], where the idea of degrading the fine propagator and coupling
it with other iterative methods such as spatial domain decomposition and spectral
deferred corrections has already been tested. The main novelty of our proposed ap-
proach is that the degradation is purely algebraic and the main difficulty is of course
to prove the convergence of the degraded parareal scheme. Preliminary results in this
respect can be found in chapter 3 of [25] in which the neutron diffusion equation has
been adressed as an example. The study of this idea will be the topic of two subse-
quent papers: in the first one we will provide theoretical results of convergence and
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provide numerical results in a simple case. On a second stage, we plan to implement
the scheme in the MINARET solver to carry a study about the real gain in efficiency
that the method could provide.

7.5. A parareal in space and energy algorithm?. The parareal method was
originally suggested for the time variable but it is quite straightforward to realize that
the variable t of equation (7.1) is ”dummy” in the sense that it could also represent a
spatial variable: parareal provides also a method to parallelize 1D advection equations.
The extension to 3D spatial advective problems like the current one (see equation
(3.11)) seems therefore theoretically possible: for each angular unknown flux ψ(r,ωd),
the spatial mesh could be divided in a manner that is coherent with the direction of
propagation ωd. Each part of the mesh could be assigned to a different processor
that would perform the fine propagation (i.e. the transport propagation of ψ(r,ωd)).
The coarse solver could consist in a diffusion approximation of the original equation
(2.1). Furthermore, if we now observe the multigroup problem (equation (3.3)) or the
outline of the resolution of a transient in algorithm 1, it can be seen that, for a given
time step, the energy groups are solved through a loop that could in turn be also
parallelized by the parareal in time algorithm: the coarse solver would propagate a
reduced number of energy groups while the fine solver would propagate the problem
for all the energy groups.

Conclusion. An analysis of traditional and innovative acceleration techniques
that can be included in time-dependent neutron transport solvers without altering
their main construction has been presented. A particular effort has been made to
provide tractable numerical results about the performances of the methods. This
has been achieved by the presentation computational results derived in a classical
benchmark test case from the literature and obtained with the newly developed time-
depend module of the MINARET solver.

Hence, it has been shown that the inclusion of the classical Chebyshev extrapo-
lation and diffusion synthetic acceleration reduce the computing times by a factor of
about 100. It has further been noted that one can still reduce the computing time
by a factor of about 3 with the use of an appropriate starting guess for the outer
iterations that involves diffusion propagations.

Regarding parallel accelerations, it has first been explained how the paralleliza-
tion of the angular directions can efficiently speed-up calculations under several con-
ditions (the efficiency of an S12 calculation involving 168 directions is 90%). However,
the parallelization of other variables is justified because there are limitations in the
amount of processors that one should devote to this strategy for discretization and
communication reasons. For this reason, it is interesting to explore complementary
strategies such as the parallelization of the time variable by the parareal in time algo-
rithm. The efficiency of this method is much lower than the performances provided
by other parallelization techniques, but this is due to the difficult task of parallelizing
a variable that is sequential by nature. It has nevertheless been illustrated that the
method can provide additional speed-ups for the computation of –long time– neutron
transport transients (e.g., a transient of 210 s. can be accelerated by a factor of 6 with
50 processors). In an ongoing work, a parareal scheme that involves a degraded fine
solver with truncated outer iterations is being analyzed in an attempt to improve the
efficiency of the method (see chapter 3 of [25] for preliminary results).
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